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Using your finger or a soft trim pry tool
open the side dash cover panel.

You will now need to locate the 4 clip
tabs that hold the vent housing in the
dash.
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Fashion 4 shims roughly the same size
as each of the vent's clips. We used
an old spray can lid. You could use an
old credit card or anything that is plastic, thin and
flexible.

Twist to release the silver appearance
trim ring. Use a gentle twisting to the
left motion as shown.

Slide a very small flat head screw driver
in the middle of each tab where it is
open and between the two grab clips
that are on each tab as shown.

While holding the clip down with your
small flat head screw driver insert a
shim between the clip and the dash.

Feed display cable on your VIDI into
the vent cavity and to the left.
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Once you have inserted all 4 of your
shims pull the vent housing straight out
toward you.

Plug in the diagnostic port connector into the port
under your dash. We recommend you pull off the
now superfluous cap and set it aside along with
your original vent housing. You can feed the cable up under
the lower dash cover between the dash cover and the port
itself or if you plan on unplugging it and plugging something
else in frequently just feed it back to the left and up between
the side firewall and dash trim and up into the side dash area.
If you have purchased the extension cable feed it to the right
between the port and the lower dash trim piece then up into
the side dash area. Connect to control box and tighten
connectors. If you have removed your lower dash trim simply
grab the display cable and plug it in to the control box and
reinstall lower dash trim. If you have left it in place reach
your hand into the vent opening feeding the display cable under the steering column (this will
be visible between the column and the lower dash panel. Once you have the cable feed as far
to the left as you can reach it you can now grab it on the left side in the side dash area and
simply plug into the control box.
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Install vent firmly in dash. All four clips
will make contact.

Reinstall vent trim ring by turning to the
right until it clicks on.

Tuck control box and wiring snuggly in
the side dash area who's panel you
removed in step one.

Reinstall side dash cover panel.
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Now you are ready to enjoy your P3Cars VIDI for Mini R53.
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